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ABSTRACT
An electric arc is an example of a transient event that is quite common in electrified transportation systems as by-product of the current collection mechanism. As a broadband transient, an electric arc excites a wide range of (often oscillatory) responses related to the substation and onboard filters, as well as the line resonances and anti-resonances. Similarly do the charging of onboard filter and other related inrush events. This work considers the electrical characteristics of these transients and of the excited responses in order to define their typical spectral signatures in DC railways and take them into account concerning their impact on Power Quality measurements and the measurements of instruments deployed onboard.

1. INTRODUCTION
Power is transferred from supply substations to the rolling stock (locomotive or electro-train) through a sliding contact between the supply line (either a catenary or a third rail) and the current collection system (correspondingly, a pantograph or a shoe gear). Overhead conductors (the so-called catenary or Overhead Contact Line [OCL]) are used in many railway systems, including tramways, metro applications, and some light railways, in which a third rail distribution is preferred. There are cases in which the distribution in tunnels occurs through a rigid catenary, which is an overhead busbar. Both the pantograph and the sliding shoe are controlled to ensure good mechanical contact, exerting an adequate force and thus contact pressure. Mechanical oscillations and bounces, including tilting in curves and irregularity of the track, cause detachments that in turn can cause arcing; other reasons for electric arcing include defects or oxidation on the surfaces of the catenary or of the sliding contact and the presence of ice. The large current transferred through the sliding contact makes the current collection and the control of arcing some of the most critical elements of electrified railways: the contact cross-section may account for up to a tenth of square millimetres, whereas the current intensity of a single collection point may reach values of several thousand amps. Predictive maintenance and monitoring can help the prevention of the degradation of the sliding contact and reduce the failure rate of the elements involved [1][2]. Failures are often caused by excessive heating and erosion, of which electric arcing is a contributory cause. Arcing is also a consequence of excessive heating; the higher the arcing, the higher the heating and the wearing of surfaces, with increased oxidation and erosion, from which there is a local increase in the arcing rate.

The number of electric arcs is indicated as a direct index for the assessment of the quality of current collection in EN 50367 [3], sec. 7.3 ‘Percentage of arcing’; thus, their identification is a relevant problem: arcs can be detected by measuring the light emissions (mostly blue and ultraviolet) [4]-[6], the electromagnetic emissions [7][8], or by processing the pantograph electrical quantities [9]-[11], looking for typical distortions, such as voltage jumps and oscillations. The presence of many similar transients can confuse detection algorithms, which can be beneficial in an analysis of the related phenomena and system response, as carried out in this work.
An electric arc, as anticipated, is a source of electromagnetic emissions and disturbance [7][8], both conducted and radiated, impacting the power quality of the line [12] as well as the measurement of electrical quantities [12]-[15] and radio systems for signalling and communications [16]-[19]. An electric arc, as with any other steep transient, is not a standalone event; rather, it is a broadband excitation for the entire electric traction system and triggers other conducted phenomena, such as resonances, oscillations, and overvoltages.

The majority of the works in the relevant literature have covered AC applications, driven by the interest in and the rapid development of high-speed lines as well as by critical scenarios of winter frozen lines and long-distance lines, which require expensive maintenance and surveillance [20]-[22].

However, DC railways (the term 'railways' includes all the rapid transit, light railways, tramways, etc. with a DC supply) feature more intense arcing due to two factors: Power is supplied through a DC voltage of a significant amplitude (between 600 V and 3000 Vdc, with maximum permanent voltages up to about 4000 V), and the current intensity can be an order of magnitude larger than AC railways.

Within the EMPIR 16ENG04 MyRailS research project [23], which aims to develop the metrological framework to foster and demonstrate the energy efficiency of railway systems [24], the focus has been on DC electric arcs and their influence on the behaviour of the system, measurements, and measurement accuracy. To this end, an essential activity is the definition of a reliable and comprehensive electrical model of the system, in which the arc events originate and propagate. This system includes all the elements of a DC railway [25]-[28]:

- Electrical Substations (ESSs) equipped with diode rectifier groups, representing a non-linear element;
- the catenary and the return circuit, extensively modelled by means of lumped and distributed parameter models for the propagation of conducted emissions; and
- the locomotive or electro-train, subdivided between the pantograph interface and the onboard circuits, including the onboard filters and the power converters.

The objective is the characterisation of the interaction of the electric arc at the pantograph-catenary interface of a DC vehicle with the rest of the network. The desired result is a better understanding of the circuit dynamic response, of the variability caused by varying parameters or parameters that are not known to be accurate, and of the assessment of the impact on connected circuits, particularly measurement systems such as those uses for energy consumption [24]. This work goes beyond the evaluation in [12] of electric arcs impacting pantograph voltage waveform and its Power Quality (PQ) features. The approach of this work is practical, using circuit modelling for a better understanding of measured waveforms, with the aim of classifying the typical transients, including the identification of worst-case scenarios, as shown in the IMEKO TC4 Symposium preliminary work [29].

2. ELECTRIC ARC AND FILTER TRANSIENTS

As explained in the Introduction, although the focus of this paper is the electric arc as a source of radiated and conducted disturbance and as a cause of the wearing of the sliding contact elements, there are other transients in DC railways that have a similar excitation in the network response and can be assimilated to electric arcs from a phenomenological viewpoint.

The general equivalent circuit of a DC vehicle fed by a DC line is shown in Figure 1, where the elements contributing to the overall transient response are highlighted, particularly those that determine the oscillatory response, as described in the following section.

2.1. Electric arc

A typical V-I characteristic of a DC arc can be summarized as follows: At a low current (tens of amperes), a constant arc power law can be assigned; for larger currents above a specific threshold, the voltage level reaches a plateau and no longer depends on the current value. An interesting discussion of more complete dynamic models (starting from Mayr's model) can be found e.g. in [30]. Various V-I arc characteristic curves for low-voltage DC arcs with static electrodes were provided by Paukert [31]; He collected data provided by seven research institutes with currents ranging from 100 A to 100 kA.

The electric arc can thus be represented with a combination of equivalent circuits: a resistor variable with the intensity of the flowing current (getting smaller along with the increasing current) and a voltage source that stabilizes the plateau for a current exceeding a threshold value. As detailed in Section 3.4, the arc resistance is extremely small and does not contribute significantly to circuit damping. The arc conduction voltage instead appears suddenly at arc ignition and represents the main electric phenomena related to the arc event.

2.2. Pantograph operation and onboard filter charge

Whenever the pantograph is operated by raising or lowering it, a transient occurs: The former is more interesting than the latter, because the onboard measuring system can thoroughly measure the development of the transient responses through the established electrical connection at the sliding contact. Pantograph raising is carried out with the onboard circuit breaker (High-Speed Circuit Breaker [HSCB]) open in order to avoid the sudden intense charging current of the onboard filter; rather, a charging resistor $R_s$ is used to control it, as shown in Figure 2.
During the pre-charge, the capacitors are charged with the pantograph current flowing through the limiting resistor $R_s$ and the filter inductor $L_{02}$ of 8.5 mH. After 0.8 s, the voltage across the capacitor bank (made of all parallel-connected capacitors) reaches a threshold that is sufficient to accelerate charging through the main HSCB, closing it in order to bypass the charging resistor. A smaller current impulse is thus absorbed by the capacitor bank, where the limiting elements remain the filter inductor $L_{02}$ and the line impedance $Z_L$. The equivalent RLC series circuit, which during pre-charge was over-damped thanks to the $R_s$ resistor, becomes thus under-damped, with visible oscillations.

3. Catenary – Vehicle Electric Interaction

A simplified equivalent circuit has been introduced in Section 0 in order to discuss and interpret the observed phenomena related to the transient response of the network. Network dynamics require that sophisticated models are used, including, at least, the main characterizing elements: the non-linearity of the substation diodes, the extended frequency response of the traction line accounting for the first two or three resonance modes, and a correct estimate and inclusion of damping factors at resonances. Studies on the characterization of DC arcs have always used simpler lumped-parameter models with a single pi cell for the line and with the inductance and capacitance values fixed to a predetermined line length [33]-[35]. It is known that lumped-parameter models are less accurate than distributed-parameter models, particularly with circuit resonances, and that they are subject to a maximum frequency constraint: the higher the desired upper frequency limit, the higher the number of required cells [36]. Having observed repeated resonance oscillations triggered by transient events, a circuit model is used for the analysis of system response; the model was introduced in the IMEKO TC4 Symposium paper [29], where some more details on expressions can be found.

A traction line, electrically continuous and fed at ESSs, has a frequency behaviour characterized by a series of resonances and anti-resonances, starting at a low frequency with a resistive-inductive behaviour. The frequency response of the traction line is influenced by the said ESSs with LC resonant filters, representing a shunting point thanks to the low impedance [37]: Starting from around several hundred Hz (some octaves above the resonance frequency of the substation LC filter, which in Italy is located slightly above 100 Hz), the portion of the line between two ESSs is electrically decoupled from the adjacent sections. Concerning our problem, the line section is seen as tapped by the pantograph, with left and right parts in electric parallel: The equivalent impedance made of the two left and right sections in electric parallel is known as the ‘pantograph impedance’ $Z_p$. Due to the different lengths of the two sections, the frequency responses of the two sections mix, resulting in an overall response that has resonance frequencies approximately fixed and independent of the train position, whereas anti-resonances move with the train. At resonances, what changes with the train position is the damping factor, which is at its maximum when the train is in the middle – farthest from the two ESSs. Approaching one of the ESSs, the peak flattens and broadens. The train position is thus quite important in the interpretation of the experimental results and the verification of the agreement with the simulation. The theoretical expression of $Z_p$ is:

$$Z_p = Z_s \tanh(\gamma x L) \tan \frac{\gamma (1 - x) L}{\Delta}$$

(1)

where $Z_s$ is the characteristic impedance of the line, $x$ is the train position, and $L$ is the length of the line section between two ESSs.

For the quantification of $Z_p$ and the variability of its main characteristics, the set of parametric curves is as follows. The model is implemented in a compact MATLAB code used for line response study [37][38], based on transmission line equations for the line (a distributed parameter model, including line losses due to e.g. skin effect in the running rails) and lumped circuits described by Kirchhoff equations for the terminal conditions (substations and train). With an assumed return path through the running rails, rail-to-rail capacitance and its significant variability [39] is not a relevant parameter. The program was used for the evaluation of the spread of line responses depending on substation electric parameters and the interaction with the vehicle filter [37][38]. The train is modelled focusing on its input filter, as explained later in Section 3.3. The electric arc is modelled as a generator and a series resistor that simulates the arc resistance.

The geometrical and electric line parameters, including the onboard vehicle filter, considered for the parametric analysis of this Section 3, are shown in Table 1.

### Table 1. Electrical and geometrical parameters of the traction line and onboard filter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contact wire (copper): height (m), cross section (mm²), resistivity ($\mu\Omega$/m)</td>
<td>5.2, 240, 0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspension wire (bronze): height (m), cross section (mm²), resistivity ($\mu\Omega$/m)</td>
<td>5.6, 200, 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running rail: gauge (m), height above ref (m), cross section (mm²), relative permeability, resistivity ($\mu\Omega$/m)</td>
<td>1.5, 0.1, 7600, 50, 0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectifier: rated power (MW)</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer: rated power (MVA), rated sec. voltage (kV), short-circuit voltage (%)</td>
<td>5.75, 2.71, 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substation filter: induct. (mH), capac. (µF)</td>
<td>6, 360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling stock filter: induct. (mH), capac. (µF)</td>
<td>E402B 16, 3.2, E412 21, 9.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAF</td>
<td>18, 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETR460</td>
<td>21, 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
resonance frequencies are almost unaffected, changing less than 1%. The variability of the rail internal inductance, amounting to the geometrical external inductance term, is probably the most relevant influencing factor and was implicitly taken into account in [40] by varying the magnetic permeability of the rail steel.

3.2. Influence of the train position

The train position influences not only the anti-resonance frequency but also the height of the resonance peak i.e. the factor of merit or damping (not the resonance frequency, which depends instead on the length of the line section). Accurate expressions can be found in [37]. The factor of merit at resonance may be large, especially when the train is far away from the substations, with a significant effect in terms of voltage amplification when excited by the pantograph transient.

Three sets of curves are shown in Figure 3 for three different ESS separation distances $L_s$, with curves for four train positions $x$, measured relative to $L_x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.33, 0.5L$. Positions beyond the mid-point in the 0.5-1.0 $L$ interval give identical results.

The pair of resonance/anti-resonance at a low frequency is due to the ESS filter and may be slightly variable, depending on the values of inductance and capacitance implemented at the ESS. As a consequence, a significant 100 Hz component is visible, generated by the ESS rectifier and amplified by the filter resonance.

At a high frequency, the anti-resonance frequency is variable and evenly distributed approximately between 6.5 kHz and 20 kHz, depending on length $L$ and train position $x$. As for the voltage components susceptible to the line resonances, there should be current components enhanced by anti-resonances: The pantograph current will show a persistent response at these frequencies, continuously excited by various types of transients and high-frequency components, including the steep front of the electric arc event.

The increasing line resistance is remarked: At 120-200 Hz, anti-resonances caused by the interaction of the substation and vehicle filter, the values are 0.5-2 $\Omega$, whereas at the first high-frequency anti-resonance, the minima are about 20 $\Omega$, so they are larger by an order of magnitude due to increased losses and skin effect.

3.3. Onboard equivalent circuit and input filter effect

The onboard input filter is a low-pass LC filter with a typical resonance between 15 Hz and 25 Hz. Regardless of the loading of traction and auxiliaries (seen as an equivalent resistor parallel to the capacitor bank), the shunting effect across the capacitor is negligible for frequencies above some tens of Hz; for this reason, only the LC on-board filter is considered. The onboard filter is parallel to $Z_p$ when seen from the pantograph port. Ideally, its loading effect is negligible for frequencies above a hundred Hz, since the filter inductance is larger than the overall equivalent line inductance seen at the pantograph for lengths up to about 25-30 km. As shown in Figure 4, the curves are quite variable – up to 100 Hz; from here onward, only a negligible shift between curves can be seen.

![Figure 3. $Z_p$ for 3 ESS separations $L$: (a) 15 km, (b) 20 km, (c) 25 km; no loco filter; 4 train positions (black to light grey) $x=0.1, 0.2, 0.33, 0.5L$ [29].](image)

![Figure 4. Sensitivity analysis of $Z_p$ for the varying vehicle input filter: E402B, E412, TAF, ETR460 (see Table 1) [29].](image)
3.4. Influence of the electric arc resistance

The electric arc is a dynamic phenomenon with a resistance that varies during the occurrence of the transient. Arc resistance values have been estimated for DC arcs at various inter-electrode gaps. The arc resistance $R_a$ is, in general, negligible, as shown in [2], Figure 14, where values of 10 mΩ to 100 mΩ are reported. In the case of various types of wearing after long use, the electric contact at the sliding surfaces worsens, and the resistance increases up to ten times [43]. The observed values during preliminary measurements [13] are of the same order (about 0.2 Ω to 0.5 Ω).

In the equivalent circuit for the pantograph voltage and current at the sliding contact interface, the arc resistance is always in series with $Z_o$ (the overall network impedance); voltage and current are measured immediately after it, either on the roof or inside the rolling stock. It is observed that arc resistance values larger than observed will not cause any appreciable change of the overall series impedance and of current flow, being small compared to the overall line resistance and reactance (see $Z_o$ values in Figure 3).

3.5. Overview of the electric phenomena justified by the model

Based on the examined characteristics of the frequency response of the traction line feeding the vehicle through the pantograph, the following considerations are anticipated regarding the conducted phenomena following a transient.

1) The low-frequency resonance related to the substation filter is responsible not only for the low-frequency voltage oscillation but also for the persistent 100 Hz ripple, where the excitation signal comes from the rectification of the negative sequence component of the 50 Hz fundamental of the high-voltage side.

2) Another low-frequency oscillatory response is observed due to the transient response of the onboard filter; considering the filter parameter values and based on experience, the resonance frequency is located between about 15 Hz and 25 Hz for a broad range of vehicles. The large inductance value accounts for several km of traction line and can thus drive its oscillatory current into the system.

3) The onboard filter oscillation has slightly non-linear behavior in that its positive and negative half-cycles are unequal, with the positive ones slightly longer. The reason is the non-linearity of the diodes in the substation rectifiers, allowing for the conduction of the current pulled from the line but necessitating the bias of other trains loading the same line to let a ‘negative’ current flow in the opposite direction. Unless the bias current is large (a nearby train pulling traction current), bringing the diodes to a full conduction state, the non-linearity is visible and can cause significant distortion.

4) The initial steep leading edge (at the contact detachment for an electric arc or at the insertion of the charging resistor) has a fairly broad range of components able to excite the high-frequency resonances of the line; the first resonance is located between 5 kHz and 10 kHz depending on the separation of substations (up to 30 km), the successive ones roughly at its multiples, with a variable pattern of peaks, depending on train position. The reaction is a burst of faster and slower oscillatory modes with a rapid decay (overall resistance is quite large thanks to several causes of loss), causing rapid voltage changes (positive or negative depending on the direction of the flowing current, leaving or entering the vehicle pantograph, respectively). If it is not an issue for dielectric breakdown, it is a source of significant electromagnetic interference and possibly a cause of increased stress to components.

Reference will be made to this classification when showing and commenting on the experimental results in the next section.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The measurements of the pantograph voltage and current were performed along various Italian 3 kV de lines: a sampling rate of 50 kS/s and probe bandwidth of about 20 kHz. Data were digitized at 16 bits.

4.1. Electric arc event

As shown in Figure 5, the arc event triggers voltage oscillations at a frequency slightly larger than 100 Hz (around 0.14-0.15 s), corresponding to the predicted anti-resonance of Figure 3; such faster oscillations (at about 120 Hz) are damped and disappear in about five cycles, and the regular 100 Hz resonances (e.g. beyond 0.19 s). The first peak of the current is caused by the excitation of the on-board filter and ESS anti-resonances, visible in Figure 3 and Figure 4 at about 10-30 Hz and 120-150 Hz. The broader oscillation that follows the current peak is due to the transient response of the on-board filter tuned to about 15 Hz, which is not visible in the voltage waveform (besides a slight fluctuation) due to the train position being close to the ESS, the very low line impedance, and, consequently, the voltage drop.

The persistent low-frequency oscillations on the pantograph voltage (caused by the substation ripple mainly at 100 Hz and 300 Hz) hide the high-frequency components that should be located at line resonances that are visible only with a more detailed spectral analysis. To narrow the analysis around the arc event, considering the short duration of the arc, the larger damping at high frequency, and the underlying low-frequency components that cause the local non-stationarity of the extracted time windows, tools with a short duration of the kernel function and yet sufficient frequency resolution are needed: suitable tools may be wavelets and joint time-frequency transforms.

Another example with a much longer distance between the loco and the ESS is shown in Figure 6, where the peak voltage reached by the triggered oscillations is much higher, and the oscillations are more persistent: The 15 Hz oscillation of the
onboard filter is surrounded by repetitive oscillations with the ESS filter of a similar amplitude. Although it is not easy to see, the change of period occurs as well, passing from about 3.2 ms at the very beginning (about 150 Hz of resonance frequency) to the steady 5 ms half-cycle of the 100 Hz component.

4.2. Onboard filter charging process

A similar behaviour is expected for the initial transient when the pantograph line is connected for the charging of the onboard filter. The recorded waveform is shown in Figure 7, focusing on the initial voltage spike (negative, scale divided by 10 in the figure): The dynamics are very fast, and there are only a few samples along the waveform. The interpretation is that the step-like current absorbed through the charging resistor excites the line resonances, namely the fastest ones at about 20 kHz and above (responsible for the first peak) and then the slower first and second resonance.

5. DISTURBANCE TO MEASURED ELECTRICAL QUANTITIES

As discussed in the previous section, the examined transients following the arc or filter pre-charge events may be characterized from three viewpoints:

- They cause significant spikes in the pantograph voltage, both positive and negative, the former being more significant for the stress on components in terms of the maximum temporary voltage; a 5 kV peak was reported in Figure 6; a very fast negative peak is visible in Figure 7.
- Fast peaks indicate a broadband excitation of the line and bring with them fast line oscillations, damped because of line losses at higher frequencies. These oscillations appear as narrowband components but are located generally above the usual harmonics, approximately above 5 kHz, as shown in Figure 3.
- Low-frequency oscillations are related to the transient response of the resonant filters, both at substations and onboard. In this case, the damping is much less, and the oscillations may persist for longer time intervals, such as the 100 ms shown in Figure 6. In general, the transient response of the loco filter is always an issue and may cause frequent out-of-scale readings when carrying out pantograph current measurements for PQ purposes and for demonstrating compliance to limits of emissions based on signalling susceptibility, as explained below.

The voltage spikes may thus represent a significant stress for the components, particularly the sensors connected to the pantograph line, but all these elements must be tested per EN 50124-1, and, in terms of rigourousness, they are exposed to transients related to the line. Reading the standard more accurately, a sensor connected to the pantograph line is ‘not powered directly by the contact line’, as Table A.1 of EN 50124-1 says, and this may lead to select a comfortably lower – but more critical – test voltage. The observed overvoltages, although included and covered by the test voltages for dielectric strength, should be considered as a source of dielectric stress.

The observed oscillations have two consequences for the measurement process:

- They add spectral components with a narrowband behaviour, which may be interpreted as emissions from some kind of apparatus, conveying false information in PQ indexes and assessment procedures that are not prepared to exclude such distortions (preliminarily identified in [12]).
- In the case of an expanded scale for better AC reading (after removing the DC component e.g. by measuring using a capacitive divider for the voltage and a Rogowski coil for the current), such transients will cause out-of-scale readings, corrupting the acquired signal for the whole duration of the transient itself. In addition, this underlying signal variability causes issues in spectral leakage by modifying and making the two ends of the time record fed to the Fourier or equivalent analysis quite different.
6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented typical transients of pantograph quantities (voltage $v$ and current $i$) in DC railways. Such transients (electric arcs and onboard filter charging) have been considered for the excitation of line, substation, and vehicle transient responses, discussing and characterizing the components observable in the measured signals. These components were considered in relation to low- and high-frequency responses, specifically the response of the substation and onboard resonant filters as well as the excitation of the line resonances and anti-resonances, respectively.

The observed phenomena consist of rapid overvoltages/undervoltages and repeated oscillations, in some cases, with very low damping, thus lasting for 100 ms and longer. The rapid voltage changes are steep and intense, possibly causing the accelerated aging of connected measuring equipment if they are too frequent, but they are still below the insulation voltage level required for equipment connected to the pantograph line. The observed oscillations correspond to low-frequency components, approximately in the range of 10 to 150 Hz, due to the excited transient response (poles and zeros) of the combined substation-network circuit and of the onboard filter. The spectral behaviour is thus the one typical of harmonic emissions that might affect the evaluation of PQ and the calculation of indexes if not properly separated and considered.

This work also addresses indirectly the problem of arc detection, identifying a peculiar spectral behaviour that may be exploited to define a spectral signature of such events, but the onboard filter oscillations alone can be related to other types of transients, such as mechanical and loading transients.
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